
Two Natures

Rulebook Draft

Two Natures is a game about being two
things at once. All characters have two
classes, and all rolls use two skills. It’s
about seeing something at the intersection
of two things.

Character Creation
You will need a pencil and dice, and
printouts of the character sheets. Ideally
you will place the dice on your character
sheet to show which abilities are available
to you, but you can pencil them in as well.
Choose two different character classes.
Tape them together on the back side.
Several abilities are already checked off,
these are core to your class. Lines in italics
will give you choices of other abilities.
Check off the abilities you want.
Grab a relationships and inventory card. For
relationships, your class will describe the
relationships you start with, but you can
choose who they are with. Name an NPC or
choose another player. For items, your class
will list the die value of your starting items.
The items section has guidance on items
you can choose.
Duo. You start with one Duo ability. Check
off a box under Duo Abilities on either
character sheet. This is the trigger for the
ability. Draw a line from it to an effect on
the other class. Together they form a whole
ability. You can name it if you want.

A Mortal Arcane character chooses a trigger
from Mortal and an effect from Arcane, to
form the ability "When you win a challenge
with your Luck die… …Place one Arcane Die
from your Arcane Pool"
Duo Targets. Some effects will refer to a
target. When you create the ability, flesh
out who or what exactly that is with the
GM. For some triggers it will be more
obvious than others.
For the trigger "When you win a challenge
with your Luck die…" the player and GM
decide that the target is "Another participant
in that challenge".
For the trigger "By completing a ten minute
ritual, consuming two arcane dice…" they
decide the target is "A person's name you say
during the ritual"

Help?
If you’re totally stuck, try picking two
classes at random and see what pops to
mind.
On the opposite end, pick a mythical
creature or a character and try to pick two
that fit best. A monster hunter?
Survivor-Warrior. A haughty fey?
Noble-Arcane. An ancient vampire?
Blood-Undead.
There’s intentionally a lot of room for
interpretation. A Blood-Survivor character
could be a vampire or a serial killer or a
bounty hunter. There are no wrong answers.



Types of Dice
Skill Dice. The most common dice to roll.
These represent things you know. When you
roll a 1 on these dice, return them to your
sheet downgraded. They reset to their
normal value when you rest. A skill die
being discarded means you're too exhausted
to leverage that skill anymore. If all your
skill dice are discarded, you fall
unconscious.
Relationship Dice. These represent your
relationships with others. They work the
same as Skill Dice.
Item Dice. These represent the things you
have. These downgrade on a roll of 1 as
well, representing them getting damaged
and degrading over time. They do not reset
when you rest, however.
Arcane Dice. These represent mystical
power you have access to. They are typically
larger than other dice. They are discarded
once used, but you regain them when you
rest.
Special Dice. Some classes have special
pools of dice. They say how they are used,
but typically function like Arcane Dice.

Action and Conflict
Resolution
At the start of a scene, each individual rolls
1d20 for initiative. They may choose to also
roll one skill die to add to their initiative,
but they will not have access to it for the
rest of the scene. Turn order goes from the
lowest roll to the highest, as the last player
has an information advantage.

You may do one of two things on your turn:
● Start a Conflict. State something

you want to achieve in the scene. A
conflict begins to determine the
outcome. A new conflict can not
override or contradict an existing
conflict. Describe how you want to
achieve your goal, then roll.
Billy wants to grab the briefcase and
run. To keep the conflict general, the
GM calls this challenge Briefcase. Billy
says he's going to use his Reflexes and
Strength to quickly grab it and run.

● Join a Conflict. If you want a
conflict to go a different way, you
can join in to influence it. Describe
how you want to change the
outcome, and then roll.
Cindy wants that briefcase. She wants
to use her Baseball Bat and Strength
to fend him off.

Rolling. You always roll two dice. Take the
two dice from your sheet that best describe
what you're doing, and then roll them. Only
your highest roll matters. If you roll
doubles, that is a Critical, and the values are
doubles. If you roll two 1s, you Fumble, see
misfortune below.
Alice is trying to throw Billy through a window
the old fashioned pushing way. She chooses
Strength and Speed, and rolls those two dice.
Natural Opposition. Sometimes the
situation at hand can oppose you. The GM
can roll a single die into a challenge as
Opposition from circumstances, physical
obstacles, or just the raw difficulty of a task.
The GM decides what happens if that die
wins, often this is nothing.



The windows are made of thick glass. The GM
decides the Glass will roll 1d6 to "not break"
Resolution. Once everyone in the round
has acted, the GM resolves all the open
challenges and moves to the next round.
Whoever has the highest roll in each
challenge decides the outcome. Remember,
one challenge cannot override success in
another.
Billy has the highest die in the Briefcase
challenge, so he decides he gets the briefcase.
Alice rolled higher than the Glass in the
Throw Billy Out a Window challenge, so she
does so. But he grips the briefcase tight as he
goes.
Before resolution, if you don't have the
highest die in a challenge, you can escalate
to try and get a better roll. If there is a tie,
everyone who tied must escalate.

Escalation and Misfortune
If you lose a roll, all is not lost. You can
escalate. Take one of your two dice back,
and choose another die from your sheet to
roll. You can never roll the same die twice in
one conflict. You must also justify how you
are changing tactics.
Cindy rolled Strength and Bat to try and fend
off Billy, but lost. She decides to try and use
the bat to smash a nearby pipe and let steam
solve her problem, so she returns Strength and
rolls Smarts instead.
When you do so, you must also roll
misfortune. It begins as 1d4 and increases
in size by 1 each time you roll it in a scene.
If your highest die is ever lower than your
misfortune, you Fumble: the GM describes
the consequence as your action goes wrong.

You are removed from the challenge, and
reset your misfortune die to 1d4.
She whiffed. Her smarts roll was only a 2 and
her misfortune was a 3. The GM says the
steam blows out into her face, giving her one
wound. Billy gets the briefcase after all (But is
still in for a long fall…)

Hazards
A scene can have a hazard, for one or more
rounds. When it is introduced, and at the
start of each round, roll the hazard die. If
your highest roll is lower than the hazard
die, it affects you. Unless it specifies its
effect, it deals one wound.

Spellcasting
You can roll arcane dice as normal dice,
creating minor supernatural effects such as
gouts of flame and enhanced abilities. If you
want to make a major change, you must cast
a spell. Casting a spell is a special
challenge. Other people can still interact to
try and stop or help you, but you can only
roll Arcane Dice.
Describe what you want to achieve, and roll
the two appropriate Arcane Dice. Spells are
always opposed by the Weave, with a die
size based on the extent of the effect. If the
weave wins, the spell does more than what
you wanted, in a way that is unhelpful or
even harmful to you.
Weave Opposition

● 1d4 - A spell affecting a small
object.



● 1d6 - A spell affecting one person or
a small area. It deals one wound, or
causes a minor disadvantage.

● 1d8 - A spell affecting a few people
or an area no bigger than 10ft to a
side. It deals two wounds, or causes
a major advantage or disadvantage.

● 1d10 - A spell affecting an entire
scene. It deals three wounds, or
causes a major change that persists
for up to a day

● 1d12 - A spell affecting an entire
building, or a large area. It deals four
wounds, or causes a long term or
permanent change.

FAQ
What if I don't have a die that matches what
I want to do?
Then you must achieve it in a different way.
For example some character combos, such
as an Undead Warrior, don't have any
mental skills. This doesn't mean they can't
think at all, just that it is not in their nature
to solve problems by thinking. They must
use action instead.

Items
The die size of an item is flexible. Boots for
example, could be any number depending
on their quality.
d4 - Weapons that deal 1 wound (Kitchen
knife, baton, slingshot), simple items like
flashlights, rope, or lighters.
d6 - Weapons that deal 2 wounds (Hunting
knife, sledgehammer, pistol), specialty

items like first aid kits, grappling hooks, or
a fancy gown.
d8 - Weapons that deal 3 wounds (Sword,
crossbow, shotgun), expensive items like
motorcycles, body armor, or a hidden
recording device.



Mortal Skills

☒ Luck. You can roll this die for 
anything. When you do, discard it. If 
you ever lose to misfortune, regain it.
☒ Struggle. You can roll this die for 
anything, and it cannot be discarded. 
When you do, you’re opposed by 
Mortal Limits.

Choose two
☐ Force of Will. If you roll a 1, you 
may discard any other die to reroll it.
☐ Adrenaline. You gain the 
following two dice that can only be 
used in a challenge that could wound 
you:

☒ Choose two specific 
skills below (Shooting, 
cooking, sneaking, etc)
☒ Distrbute 2d8, 2d6, 
and 2d4 among your 
skills.

Mortal Limits 1d8
Your mortal form gives out. 
Take one wound

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ Whenever you lose a challenge while using your Struggle die… ⬤
⬤ ☐ Whenever you win a challenge while using your Luck die… ⬤

⬤ …Regain your luck die if it has been discarded. ⬤
⬤ …Gain one skill the target has for one use with 1d6 ⬤

Relationships and Reputations
☒ A loved one [1d8]
Distribute 1d4, 1d6, and 1d8 
☒ An old friend 
☒ An old enemy
☒ An organization

Inventory
☒ Start with a 1d8, 1d6, and 1d4 item

☐ Mortal Love. Upgrade any 
relationship dice you roll to protect 
the other individual.
☐ Mortal Spite. Upgrade any 
relationship dice you roll to harm the 
other individual.
☐ Unerring. Get a second d8 
Struggle die. You can roll them 
together.
☐ Become the Monster. Gain one 
skill from any other class at 1d6

Luck
d8

Struggle
d8

Smarts

Strength

Reflex

Charm_______ _______

Fight
d8

Flight
d8

_______

Struggle

Noble Skills

☒ Rulebreakers. You have several 
abilities that set rules. You must 
follow the rules. If anyone else breaks 
the rules, write down their name and 
put the noted die on it. You can use 
that die on any roll made against 
them. It lasts until you next rest.
Choose three
☐ Binding Words. It's against the 
rules to break any agreement you 
make.

● d8 Verbal
● d10 Handshake or Equivalent 

Ritual.
● d12 Signed

☐ Decorum. It is against the rules to 
violate polite decorum. If someone 
commits violence, they lose the 
protection of these rules for a scene.

● d6 Using rude words
● d8 Telling lies
● d10 Damaging another 

person's property
● d12 Harming a guest or host 

who has broken bread with 
you.

☐ Parley. You can call for a Parley 
once per scene. For the next round, it 
is against the rules to do violence, and 
a representative of each party must 
participate in a verbal redress of 
grievances. The die is a d10.
☐ Geas. You may discard a 
Rulebreaker Die and give a target a 
verbal command. They are opposed by 
that die any time they try not to 
comply. This lasts for 24 hours.

☒ Distrbute 1d8, 2d6, and 
1d4 among your skills.

☐ Untouchable. It is 
against the rules for 
anyone to touch you (d6) 
or to harm you (d8)

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ Whenever someone breaks one of your rules… ⬤

⬤ ☐ Whenever you win a challenge using a relationship die… ⬤
⬤ …You may immediately start a challenge against the target, but you can only 

speak, not act ⬤
⬤ …Gain a d6 Rulebreaker die against the target ⬤

Persuade

Deceive

Intimidate

Charm

Transform Senses

☐ Forfeit. You may discard a 
Rulebreaker Die to steal anything off 
the target’s character sheet with a die 
of equal or lesser size attached. It 
returns to them when you rest.
☐ Glamour. You gain 4d8 Arcane 
Dice and the following Words. You 
can use a Rulebreaker as a Word and 
use the Die on it as an Arcane Die.

Animals

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 2d8 and 1d6
☒ Two who adore you
☒ One you despise

☐ Gain 4d8 Arcane Dice
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Get one more wound slot

Starting Inventory
☒ 1d8 and 2d6 Money

☐ True Love. Upgrade a relationship 
from 1d8 to 1d12, and upgrade theirs 
for you to 1d12 as well. If you touch 
each other (Traditionally a kiss, but 
platonic true love exists) end all curses 
and other negative magical effects on 
both of you. If one of you dies, gain 
the skill Revenge and put the d12 on 
it.
☐ Upgrade your luck die to a d10
       ☐ Upgrade your luck die to a d12
☐ Choose a new skill with a d6 die
☐ Upgrade a skill
☐ Upgrade a skill
☐ Get one more wound slot



Arcane Skills

☒ Arcane Pool. When you rest, place 
all the dice in your Arcane Pool on 
your Words of Power. They can be 
used like skills. Arcane Dice are 
returned to the Arcane Pool after use.
☒ Spellcasting. You can achieve 
supernatural feats by using two 
Arcane Dice. Describe the effect you 
want, and start a contest. You are 
opposed by The Weave (The GM 
chooses a die size based on the extent of 
the effect). You can only escalate with 
Arcane Dice

☒ Choose two specific 
fields of knowledge 
(Monsters, religion, nature, 
etc)
☒ Distribute 1d8, 2d6, 
and 1d4 among your 
skills.

The Weave 1dX
The spell runs wild, doing far 
more than you wanted.

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ Whenever you successfully cast a spell… ⬤

⬤ ☐ By completing a ten minute ritual, consuming two Arcane Dice… ⬤
⬤ …Place one Arcane Die from your Arcane Pool ⬤

⬤ …Gain the target’s true name as a Word of Power until your next rest. You 
can move any of your Arcane dice onto that word. ⬤

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d8 and 2d6
☒ An arcane mentor OR apprentice
☒ A rival
☒ A coven or council

Choose two
☐ Enchanter. You can place Arcane 
Dice on items. Anyone holding them 
can use them, and you can use them 
for spells no matter who holds them.
☐ Enhancer. You can place Arcane 
Dice on skills of yourself or others. 
The owner can roll them, and you can 
use them for spells.
☐ Weaver. You can place Arcane dice 
on relationships you have, or to 
people if you have a piece of hair or 
blood. You can use that die on 
actions and spells relating to them.
☐ Learn two more Words of Power
☐ Learn two more Words of Power
☐ Choose a new field of knowlege 
with a d6 die
☐ Get one more wound slot
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill

Lore

Logic

_______

_______

_______

Arcane Pool

☒ 2d12, 2d10, 2d8, 
2d6
Choose one
☐ 2d12
☐ 2d10, 2d8
☐ 4d8
☐ 2d8, 4d6
☐ 10d4

Shape
☐

Create
☐

Harm
☐

Repair
☐

Throw
☐

Transform

☐

Fire
☐

Water
☐

Earth
☐

Air
☐

Plants
☐

Control
☐

Words of Power
Choose six

Undead Skills

☒ Undying. When you die from 
anything other than your weakness, 
instead discard Skill Dice equal to 
your total wound slots and remove all 
your wounds. If you can’t, discard all 
your dice (You still don’t die).
☒ Weakness. Choose one:

☐ Beheading
☐ Fire
☐ Holy Symbols

Choose two
☐ Revenant. When you die, note 
your killer. Upgrade any die you roll 
to harm them until the end of the 
scene.
☐ Adaptable. When you die, note 
the method of death (Poison, blunt 
force trauma, lacerations, etc). That 
thing cannot hurt you until you next 
die.

☐ You can have two noted 
immunities. You don’t lose 
them until you get a third.

☐ Play Dead. As long as you stay 
still, you are indistinguishable from a 
normal corpse.
☐ Ambulatory Limbs. Your limbs 
can move when detached from you. 
You may take one wound to tear a 
limb free. If you take a slashing 
wound, you may also generate a limb. 
You can reattach them by pressing 
them to the stump. This doesn’t heal 
any wounds.

☒ Distribute 2d8, 1d6, 
and 1d4 among your 
skills.
☒ Choose four specific 
skills you knew in life.

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ Whenever you die… ⬤

⬤ …Regain a discarded die ⬤
⬤ …Release noxious blood, bile, or gas. Create a 1d8 Hazard in the scene that 

cannot harm you. ⬤

Fortitude

Strength

Speed

Fear

💜 Living Limb 2d6
Can do anything an ambulatory 
arm can do

Relationships and Reputations
☒ Whoever is responsible for your 
undeath 1d8

Starting Inventory
☒ A memento of your life [1d8]
☒ Three 1d6 or 1d8 items in such 
poor repair they’re downgraded to 
1d4

☐ Choose two more skills you knew 
in life.
☐ Lose one wound slot and upgrade 
two of your skills
☐ Lose one wound slot and upgrade 
two of your skills
☐ Contagion. If a non-undead 
character has died in the last minute, 
you may revive them with your curse. 
Discard one half of their character 
sheet and replace it with a new 
undead one. They must choose the 
same weakness as you.

_______
1d4

_______
1d4

_______
1d4

_______
1d4

_______
1d4

_______
1d4



Blood Skills

☒ Arcane Pool. You have a pool of 
Blood Dice. When you deal a wound, 
add a d6 to the pool. If that kills them, 
add a d10 instead. You may use these 
dice in place of dice you’ve already 
exhausted, discarding them after use. 
Choose two
☐ Reknit. Roll two Blood Dice 
opposed by Rejection to heal two 
wounds or regrow a lost body part.

☐ You can also heal anyone 
you touch this way

☒ Choose two types of 
creature as skills
☒ Choose a natural 
weapon as a skill
☒ Distrbute 1d8, 2d6, and 
1d4 among your skills.

Rejection 1d6
A strange growth forms. It’s a 
1d6 item that can only be used 
for brute strength

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ When you kill someone… ⬤

⬤ ☐ By rolling and consuming Blood Dice until they total 13… ⬤
⬤ …Put 1d10 into your Blood Pool ⬤

⬤ …Gain the skill Monster [1d10] for a single use. ⬤

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d8 and 2d6
☒ Who gave you the dark gift
☒ A source of information
☒ A court or clan

☐ Enhance. You may discard a blood 
die to upgrade any die used for 
physical action. 
☐☐☐ Mutation. Gain an animal 
trait as a skill. (Bird wings, fish gills, 
cheetah’s legs, crocodile’s bite, etc.). 
You can only use blood dice for this 
skill. If you have blood dice, the trait 
is visible. If you have none, it is not.

Hunt

Might

_______

_______

_______

Blood Pool

Goblin Skills

☒ Junk Pile. Whenever any player’s 
item die is discarded, put 1d4 in your 
Junk Pile.
☒ Trash-Crafting. You may combine 
any two items, or an item with a die 
from the Junk Pile. Describe the new 
item. You roll both of the component 
dice when you use it. Those dice 
degrade as normal. If one is discarded, 
the other die becomes one of the 
component items.

Choose two
☐ Quick repair. If an item die would 
degrade, you can discard a die from 
your junk pile to prevent it.
☐ Brain Tinkerin’. You may 
combine skills as well as items. An 
item combined with a skill is a 
modification to that item. Two skills 
combined is a new way of thinking. 
When you rest, all of your skills 
return to normal. 
☐ Hot Streak. When you score a 
critical, upgrade all dice on your next 
roll. If it’s a super critical, upgrade 
them twice.
☐ Shrapnel. You may discard dice 
from your Junk Pile at any time to 
roll them as hazards for this round.

☒ Choose two qualities of 
objects as skills (Big, small, 
round, red)
☒ Distrbute 1d8, 2d6, and 
2d4 among your skills.
☐ Choose one more item 
quality and give it 1d6.

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ Whenever you roll a critical… ⬤

⬤ ☐ By discarding two Item or Junk dice, create a single use item. Anyone can 
use it. When used… ⬤

⬤ …Put 2d4 into your Junk Pile ⬤
⬤ …Your next critical triples, rather than doubles. (Track with a token) ⬤

Clever

Crafty

Quick

Relationships and Reputations
☒ A fellow eccentric creator
☒ A shopkeeper

Starting Inventory
☒ Seven 1d4 items

☐ Esoteric Tinkerin’. You may also 
use any non-item and non-skill dice 
in crafting.
☐ Build. You may discard dice from 
your Junk Pile to create any item. 
One die for a 1d4 item, two for a 1d6 
item, and so on. Discard it after one 
use.
☐ Get one more wound slot
☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Upgrade one of your skills

Junk Pile

Rolling three dice?

The Goblin is the only character that 
rolls more than two dice. If any two 
match, that is a critical, doubling those 
two dice. If all three match, that’s a 
super critical that quadruples their 
value.

_______

_______

_______

_______ _______ _______

☐ Transcend Limits. You may 
discard a skill die at any time to gain 
a d8 blood die.  

☐ Blood Magic. You may use Blood 
Dice as Arcane Dice. You can place 
them on a Word of Power at any time. 
You gain the following words of 
power. 

Detect Command Blood

☐ Gain one wound slot
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill

Monster

1d10



Warrior Skills

☒ Savagery. If your misfortune roll is 
the highest roll in a conflict, you win 
the conflict. You still take a negative 
effect from the fumble.
Choose three
☐ Relentless Assault. When you 
escalate by switching out one weapon 
for another weapon, increase your 
opponent's misfortune as well.
☐ Weapon Master. Upgrade all item 
dice for weapons you use.
☐ Hunter. If you would upgrade a die 
for exploiting an enemy's weakness, 
upgrade it twice instead.
☐ Dual Wielding. You can 
participate in two conflicts at once. If 
you do, one die in each conflict must 
always be a weapon item die.
☐ Press the Advantage. When 
another individual in a conflict with 
you fumbles, you may deal them a 
wound.
☐ Hesitation is Weakness. When an 
enemy in a conflict with you escalates 
for the first time, they begin at a d6 
misfortune. 
☐ Improvised Weapons. You can use 
any item or object as a weapon. If it 
doesn’t have a die, it gets a d4
☐ Martial Arts. Gain the skill 
Unarmed 1d6. It counts as both a 
weapon item and a skill.

☒ Choose one skill

☒ Choose two weapons 
as skills
☒ Distrbute 2d8, 2d6, and 
1d4 among your skills.

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ When you win a conflict with your Savagery ability… ⬤

⬤ ☐ When you start a violent conflict for the first time in a scene… ⬤
⬤ …You move to a location advantageous to attack the target. (Upgrade the next 

roll you make to attack them) ⬤
⬤ …Add a 1d10 weapon to your inventory that breaks after one use ⬤

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d8 and 1d6
☒ Someone you respect
☒ Someone you protect

Strength

Speed

_______

_______

_______

Seer Skills

☒ Foresight. You can see the future. 
You have a pool of Prophecy Dice that 
allow you to take actions retroactively 
because you foresaw your current 
circumstances. You can use a 
Prophecy Die as one of your two dice 
to take an action up to 24 hours in the 
past. It cannot contradict anything 
that has already happened, but can 
recontextualize and fill in gaps

Choose two
☐ Planning. You go last in initiative 
order.
☐ Telekinetic. You can move objects 
with your mind. Your mind has 
roughly human strength. Gain the 
skill Telekinetic 1d6. 

☒ Choose two temporal qualities as 
skills. The die size is determined by 
frequency:
1d6 around half the time (Day/Night)
1d8 around 15% to 25% of the time 
(Weekday)
1d10 less than that (Specific Hour)

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ At the start of a scene, write a specific prediction. If it comes true in the 

second round or later… ⬤
⬤ …Gain a 1d8 Prophecy Die⬤

⬤ …Ask one question about the target and recieve an answer. ⬤

Speak
1d6

Know
1d6

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d4 and 1d6
☒ Someone who knows things
☒ Someone who’s always in trouble

Starting Inventory
☒ An orb [1d6]
☒ Something sentimental [1d6]

☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Gain one wound slot

_______

_______

☐ Gain another skill, give it 1d6
☐ Gain another skill, give it 1d6
☐ Gain two more weapons as skills
☐ Gain one wound slot
☐ Gain one wound slot
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill

Unarmed
1d6

Tough
☐

Pursuit
☐

Graceful
☐

Sneaky
☐

_______

Starting Inventory
☒ A 1d4, 1d6, and 1d8 weapon
☒ Armor
☒ Two 1d6 items

☐ Chaos Theory. Upgrade all hazard 
dice that are rolled in a scene you’re 
in. You may discard a prophecy die to 
negate all the wounds an individual 
takes from a hazard.
☐ I’ll Need This. You may discard a 
Prophecy Die to have an item of the 
same value on your person
☐ I’ll Be There. You may discard a 
Prophecy Die to appear in a scene, or 
to be in an unexpected location in a 
scene you’re in.
☐ Fix Fate. You may discard a 
Prophecy Die to ask an individual 
what they will do next round. They 
must abide by their answer.

Telekinetic

1d6

Prophecy Dice

☒ 4d6
☐ 1d10
☐ 2d8
☐ 3d6



Divine Skills

☒ Commandment. You are a cog in 
the celestial machinery. You were 
created for a purpose. 
          ☐ Protect the Innocent
          ☐ Smite the Wicked
          ☐ Reveal the Truth
          ☐ Safeguard Nature
          ☐ ________________
☒ Providence. After anyone rolls, 
you may replace their roll with your 
Providence Die. The action they’re 
taking  must further your 
commandment. Once used, it is 
discarded. Regain it at the end of any 
round where you took an action to 
directly further your commandment. 
☐ Edge of Victory. You win ties.
☐ Manipulate Misfortune. Before 
you roll, you may increase or decrease 
by one any misfortune die that has 
already been rolled.
☐ God’s Eyes. You know every 
individual's true name if you can see 
them.
☐ Guidance. When an ally rolls in the 
same conflict as you, they upgrade any 
dice they roll.
☐ Nudge Fate. Instead of acting in a 
conflict, you can force anyone in that 
conflict to reroll any number of dice of 
your choosing. If someone joins the 
conflict after you’ve used this ability, 
you may reroll right after they roll. 
☐ Bless. You have a Bless Token. At 
the end of any round, you may place it 
under another individual's die. When 
they roll that die, upgrade it and 
return the token to you.

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ When a conflict is won with your Providence die… ⬤

⬤ ☐ When you regain your Providence die… ⬤
⬤ …You may smite the target. Begin a violent conflict by rolling 2d10 ⬤

⬤ …Return one discarded die belonging to another individual ⬤

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d4 and 1d6
☒ A mortal who follows your 
commandment
☒ A mortal you’re trying to save

Command

1d8

Awe
1d8

Demonic Skills

☒ Fear. Demons are born from hate 
and fear. Choose the source of your 
demonic powers

☐ I draw my power from the 
Demon of _____________ 
(Choose a bigger fear, like 
Death or Time)
☐ I am the Demon of 
____________ (Choose a smaller 
fear, like Dogs or Falling)

☒ Curse. You have a d6 Curse Die. 
You can lay a curse on anyone who is 
exposed to your fear. This acts as a 
misfortune that lasts until it makes 
them fail a roll, then it returns to you.

Choose two
☐ Bleeding Curse. When your curse 
returns to you, the afflicted takes a 
wound (As if the fear they were 
exposed to harmed them).
☐ Hunting Curse. You know where a 
cursed target is at all times.
☐ Lingering Curse. You may choose 
not to return your curse when it 
causes a failed roll.
☐ Undying Curse. If you die while a 
target is cursed, your body 
disintegrates. When they next fail a 
roll due to the curse, you reappear 
next to them with one unmarked 
wound. Discard that curse die.
☐ Upgrade your curse die
☐ Get a second curse die. You can 
curse multiple people at once.

☐ A third curse die

Duo Abilities
⬤ ☐ When your curse die is returned to you… ⬤

⬤ …Curse the target ⬤
⬤ …Summon your Fear, either as a 1d10 hazard that does not affect allies, or as 

a companion. Describe the form it takes. ⬤

Fear
1d8

Tempt
1d8

Relationships and Reputations
Distribute 1d4 and 1d6
☒ A cultist of your Fear
☒ A victim of your Fear

☐ Bane. You have a Bane Token. At 
the start of a round, you can place it 
under any individual's die. When they 
roll it, downgrade it and return the 
token to you.
☐ Unhallowed Magic. You get 6d6 
Arcane Dice. You can place them on 
your fear, and can move them onto 
the name of anyone you curse. You 
gain these words:

☐ Get 6d6 Arcane Dice.
☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Upgrade one of your skills
☐ Gain one wound slot

☐ Herald. You have a companion. 
Choose four skills from other classes 
and distribute 2d4 and 2d6 among 
them. If it dies, it returns to life when 
you next rest. If you die, it dies.

☐ Gain two more skills, 
distribute 1d4 and 2d6 
among them.
☐ Upgrade two of your 
companion's skills.
☐ Your companion gets 
another wound slot

☐ Miracle. You get 2d12 Arcane 
Dice. You get the word Enact, which 
lets you fulfill the desire of the other 
word used in a spell, and the word 
Commandment which relates to your 
chosen commandment

☐ Get 2d12 Arcane Dice
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Upgrade one skill
☐ Gain one wound slot

Harm Summon

Curse
1d6

Curse
1d6

Curse
1d6

Enact Commandment

Providence

1d12

💜 Fear Aspect 2d8
Depends on the form, but can 
always frighten and harm


